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The purpose of this white paper is to help taxpayers obtain a better understanding of recapture and how
it is impacted by cost segregation. The information in this document is based on our knowledge,
experience, and expertise. The content is aimed at eliminating the misconception that cost
segregation is simply a “timing difference”, and any savings that are generated from it will have to be
recaptured when the taxpayer sells the property. Many real estate professionals and tax preparers
believe this myth and have been overpaying taxes to the federal government for years.

Taxable gain is the profit that results from the difference between an investor’s purchase price and
adjusted tax basis of an asset.

Depreciation recapture is defined as a gain or loss from the sale of depreciable property that is reported
as income. The gain or loss must be properly evaluate and classified as short-term capital gain, long-term
capital gain, Section 1245 depreciation recapture, Section 1250 depreciation recapture, and Section 1250
unrecaptured gain. Depending on the characterization, the gain is taxed at various rates.

Understanding the treatment of the different types
of gain is very important, so that taxpayers do not
overstate or understate their tax liability. Below is a
diagram of property classifications that are subject
to recapture.

Section 1231 property are assets used in a trade
or business and held for more than one year.
Section 1231 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
defines the tax treatment of gains and losses of
Sections 1245 and 1250, which are both subsections of Section 1231. Section 1245 relates to
tangible personal property such as equipment
and Section 1250 relates to real property such
as buildings, structural components, and land
improvements.

This section of the Internal Revenue Code is one
of the more taxpayer-friendly sections, because
it allows taxpayers to have the best of both
worlds. Provided the selling entity is not a
C-corporation, taxpayers are allowed to treat
gains as capital and losses as ordinary. Section
1231 property can be broken into two
subsections: 1) depreciable assets held longer
than a year or Section 1245 property; and 2)
real property that is held longer than a year or
Section 1250 property.

Section 1245 property includes tangible
depreciable personal property. The tax
treatment of 1245 property is where many real
estate professionals and tax preparers
misinterpret the rules following the sell of a
property.
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Lets review where the confusion begins:
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this would result in a $6,000 gain. $4,000 would
be taxed as ordinary income and $2,000 would
be taxed as capital gain.
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component that many real estate investors miss.
Quite often when a taxpayer sells a property
that they have owned for many years, the
tangible personal property has a fair market
value close to the adjusted basis; if any value at
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ordinary rates. Unrecaptured Section 1250 gain

Cost Segregation is a tax strategy used for

is the most common type of 1250 gain. Any gain

accelerating depreciation, reducing taxes and

that doesn’t exceed the total accumulated

increasing cash flow. A Cost Segregation Study

depreciation is taxed at a maximum rate of 25%,

(CSS) is an “engineering-based” analysis that
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Example: Hotelier-C purchased a hotel for
$1,000,000

(all

Section

1250

property).

Assuming the accumulated depreciation is
$400,000, then the adjusted basis is $600,000.
The taxpayer sells the hotel for $900,000. This
would result in a $300,000 gain and a tax bill of
$75,000 ($300,000 x 25%).

Typically, certain assets are classified to a
39-year depreciable life for non-residential real
property and a 27.5-year depreciable life for
residential real property. With a CSS, certain
assets that would be ordinarily classified as
building, are identified as personal property and
land improvements.

The assets are then

categorized into a 5, 7 or 15-year depreciable

Now, if Hotelier-C sold the property for

life, which may make them eligible for bonus
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In 2017, President Trump signed into law, The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.

This new legislation

significantly increased the value of a CSS by increasing bonus depreciation from 50% to 100%.
Additionally,

bonus

depreciation

was

expanded

to

include

used

assets.

This

is

a

significant change, as the previous law required assets to be “first use” assets to qualify for
bonus depreciation. This change essentially allows taxpayers to expense a significant portion of their
acquisition cost in the first year of ownership.

Many people believe that cost segregation only creates a timing difference; however, if the sale of a
property is properly structured, a permanent tax savings is generated.
Example: In the gain calculation example on the following page, Taxpayer-D sold his hotel he owned for 10
years. He carved out $500,0000 of personal property and $150,000 of land improvements. Column (A)
shows how most tax professionals would typically treat gain associated with this sale, which would result
in $4,446,039 of gain and a tax liability of $1,623,873.
However, had Taxpayer-D had a CSS completed as shown in column (B), he would have moved a
significant portion of his building basis to personal property and land improvements resulting in an
ordinary deduction of $709, 655. By conducting a CSS, the taxpayer will increase his gain because the CSS
reduced his basis (see column (C)). Although his gain was increased, the tax treatment of that gain is
critical to how a CSS generates significant permanent tax savings. The mistake that many tax preparers
make is attributing gain to personal property. In this example, the personal property is extremely old and
was even removed by the new property owner. Thus, supporting a position that the personal property
had zero value resulting in no gain, and therefore no Section 1245 recapture is applicable. As shown in

column (C) of the example below, Taxpayer-D is creating an ordinary deduction from the CSS and paying
tax at the much lower capital gain rate.
This exchange of ordinary income tax treatment for capital gain tax treatment results in a permanent cash
savings of $243,110.

Over 90% of real estate investors are unintentionally overpaying federal income taxes. In addition to that,
they are missing out on permanent tax savings, by ignoring generous IRS guidelines when establishing
depreciation schedules and while structuring sales. Cost segregation provides immediate benefits to

property owners. Are you a real-estate commercial property owner, investor or developer? You should
consider taking advantage of a cost segregation study if you or your company:


Acquired a property in the last 15 years



Are taxpayers with a commercial property having a depreciable basis of $500,000 or greater



Recently purchased, expanded, constructed or renovated a property



Sold a property in the last 3 years

Cost segregation is based on the fundamental principle, Time Value of Money (TVM), “a dollar today is
worth more than a dollar tomorrow.” The same logic applies to the statement “a tax deduction today is
worth more than a tax deduction tomorrow.”

The bottom line is that cost segregation studies and

understanding Section 1231 gain treatment are one of he most valuable tax strategies available to
real-estate commercial property owners, investors, and developers. CSS are becoming more and more
popular and it provides property owners the opportunity to defer taxes, permanently reduce overall
tax burden and free up capital by improving current cash flow. If you feel like you could benefit from a
cost segregation study, talk to CSG today to learn more.
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